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Compare selected revisions

(cur | prev)  02:58, 12 February 2022 AnomieBOT (talk | contribs)  m . . (13,273 bytes)
(+19)  . . (Dating maintenance tags: {{Cn}}) (undo)
(cur | prev)  02:37, 12 February 2022 Drmies (talk | contribs)  . . (13,254 bytes) (−475) 
. . (→Early life and education: rm one unverified claim, and one claim of greatness sourced
to what appears to be the subject's own website) (undo)
(cur | prev)  02:36, 12 February 2022 Drmies (talk | contribs)  . . (13,729 bytes) (−233) 
. . (→Early life and education: no; see https://le.ac.uk/law/people/emeritus-honorary) (undo)
(cur | prev)  02:33, 12 February 2022 Drmies (talk | contribs)  . . (13,962 bytes)
(−3,780)  . . (→Career and publications: so--basically cut everything that did not have proper
secondary sourcing. this is a BLP, after all) (undo)
(cur | prev)  02:31, 12 February 2022 Drmies (talk | contribs)  . . (17,742 bytes)
(−1,159)  . . (→Career and publications: no. can't put an entire paragraph in here as if it were
a plot summary. this needs secondary sourcing) (undo)
(cur | prev)  02:31, 12 February 2022 Drmies (talk | contribs)  . . (18,901 bytes) (−727) 
. . (→Career and publications: all this needs secondary sources) (undo)
(cur | prev)  02:30, 12 February 2022 Drmies (talk | contribs)  . . (19,628 bytes) (−624) 
. . (→Career and publications: this is his own material, self-published; it cannot establish that
it has encyclopedic noteworthiness. secondary sources, please) (undo)
(cur | prev)  02:29, 12 February 2022 Drmies (talk | contribs)  . . (20,252 bytes) (−229) 
. . (→Private practice: you can't be "reported as" in your own resume) (undo)
(cur | prev)  21:45, 11 February 2022 Cordless Larry (talk | contribs)  . . (20,481 bytes)
(−202)  . . (→Legal issues: Clarify timeline) (undo)
(cur | prev)  21:13, 11 February 2022 Cordless Larry (talk | contribs)  . . (20,683 bytes)
(−757)  . . (→Legal issues: Separating out 2018 and 2020 cases) (undo)
(cur | prev)  18:02, 11 February 2022 Cordless Larry (talk | contribs)  . . (21,440 bytes)
(+665)  . . (→Legal issues: Adding self-published account of imprisonment, which should be
OK per WP:ABOUTSELF) (undo)
(cur | prev)  09:58, 11 February 2022 TylerBurden (talk | contribs)  . . (20,775 bytes)
(−4)  . . (Removed MOS:OVERLINK) (undo)
(cur | prev)  08:05, 11 February 2022 Cordless Larry (talk | contribs)  . . (20,779 bytes)
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(−2,332)  . . (Reverting POV edits that included accusations made in WIkipedia's voice) 
(undo) (Tag: Undo)
(cur | prev)  05:06, 11 February 2022 Pandypandy (talk | contribs)  . . (23,111 bytes)
(+13)  . . (More correction of typos) (undo) (Tag: Reverted)
(cur | prev)  05:00, 11 February 2022 Pandypandy (talk | contribs)  . . (23,098 bytes)
(−25)  . . (Correction of further typos / improving language and grammar) (undo) (Tag:
Reverted)
(cur | prev)  04:57, 11 February 2022 Pandypandy (talk | contribs)  . . (23,123 bytes)
(+20)  . . (Correcting typos and factual details to maintain accuracy and neutrality) (undo)
(Tag: Reverted)
(cur | prev)  04:55, 11 February 2022 Pandypandy (talk | contribs)  . . (23,103 bytes)
(+50)  . . (Correction of formatting errors; removal of the suggestion this page looks like a
resume (that was an old concern and the page has developed substantially since to include
all manner of material that would not appear on a resume.)) (undo) (Tag: Reverted)
(cur | prev)  04:51, 11 February 2022 Pandypandy (talk | contribs)  . . (23,053 bytes)
(+2,274)  . . (Amendment of introductory text to promote neutrality and impartiality in the face
of a report of a contested criminal conviction) (undo) (Tag: Reverted)
(cur | prev)  01:11, 11 February 2022 BD2412 (talk | contribs)  m . . (20,779 bytes)
(+15)  . . (→Legal issues: Fixing links to disambiguation pages) (undo) (Tag: AWB)
(cur | prev)  00:23, 10 February 2022 DumbBOT (talk | contribs)  . . (20,764 bytes)
(−25)  . . (removing a protection template from a non-protected page (info)) (undo) (Tag:
Manual revert)
(cur | prev)  20:26, 7 February 2022 Cordless Larry (talk | contribs)  . . (20,789 bytes)
(+25)  . . (Adding {{pp-dispute}}) (undo) (Tags: Twinkle, Reverted)
(cur | prev)  20:26, 7 February 2022 Cordless Larry (talk | contribs)  m . . (20,764
bytes) (0)  . . (Protected "Matthew Parish": Edit warring / content dispute ([Edit=Require
administrator access] (expires 20:26, 9 February 2022 (UTC)) [Move=Require administrator
access] (expires 20:26, 9 February 2022 (UTC)))) (undo) (Tag: Twinkle)
(cur | prev)  20:16, 7 February 2022 FormalDude (talk | contribs)  . . (20,764 bytes)
(+295)  . . (→Legal issues: adding reference) (undo) (Tags: Visual edit, Disambiguation links
added)
(cur | prev)  20:12, 7 February 2022 FormalDude (talk | contribs)  . . (20,469 bytes)
(+4,851)  . . (Undid revision 1070501371 by 94.189.147.212 (talk)) (undo) (Tag: Undo)
(cur | prev)  19:54, 7 February 2022 94.189.147.212 (talk)  . . (15,618 bytes) (−4,851) 
. . (Undid revision 1070500139 by 84.66.126.198 (talk) You are heading towards becoming a
defendant in civil litigation. Please provide your coordinates for receipt of ciivil claim
documents; or I will seek a disclosure order from the Wikimedia Foundation to this effect.
Please also provide an email address.) (undo) (Tags: Undo, Reverted)
(cur | prev)  19:46, 7 February 2022 84.66.126.198 (talk)  . . (20,469 bytes) (+4,851)  .
. (Revert whitewashing) (undo) (Tags: Undo, Reverted, possible BLP issue or vandalism)
(cur | prev)  19:39, 7 February 2022 94.189.147.212 (talk)  . . (15,618 bytes) (−4,851) 
. . (Undid revision 1070452483 by TylerBurden (talk) There is no rule which says this.
Defamatory vandalism of a living person must be removed immediately to prevent
defamation proceedings against Wikipedia, the individual in question being an English
lawyer based in England. Moreover a draft version of a neutral article about the Kuwaiti
videos affair now exists which is the proper place for a discussion of these issues.) (undo)
(Tags: Undo, Reverted)
(cur | prev)  14:50, 7 February 2022 TylerBurden (talk | contribs)  . . (20,469 bytes)
(+4,851)  . . (Undid revision 1070448896 by 89.216.22.249 (talk) You need to gain
consensus for the removal on the talk page, bring these issues up there instead of edit
warring which is more likely to result in a block than any changes made to the article.) 
(undo) (Tags: Undo, Reverted)
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